Report

Medicinal Plants and Primary Healthcare at Science Express Climate Action Special halted at Wadi Railway Station, Gulbarga from 6th to 8th April 2016

With the support of FRLHT’s ENVIS Centre on Medicinal Plants, Centre of Excellence on Medicinal Plants and Bio-Resource Information Centre on Indian Medicinal Plants Database Medicinal Plants and Primary Health Care, Neighbourhood Trees of our City, ENVIS mobile App and Neighbourhood Medicinal Plants App were displayed at Science Express Climate Action Special halted at Wadi Railway Station, Gulbarga from 6th to 8th April 2016. This was through the extended support by Science Express team in displaying these posters. The visitors were benefited by these posters in relating them to simple primary healthcare remedies at home and their propagation in their home herbal gardens.

At Wadi Railway Station, Gulbarga from 6th to 8th April 2016

Display of posters on Medicinal Plants and Primary Health Care, Neighbourhood Trees of our City, ENVIS mobile App and Neighbourhood Medicinal Plants App
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Contact details:
The ENVIS Coordinator
ENVIS Centre on Medicinal Plants
Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions, 74/2, Jaraka Bande Kaval, Post Attur, Via Yelahanka, Bangalore-560064

Email: envis@frlht.org